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Today
What is an AI phone call?
How does Yokeru Community help sheltered schemes?

1.
2.

Listen in if... your organisation has, or supports, sheltered schemes.
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AI phone calls
A chatbot embedded in a phone call.

call thousands of
people every day, to
ensure they are safe
and well.

AI phone calls

are identified and
securely escalated to
your community
support team.

Safety issues

are reassured that a
call is coming each
day, to check they are
okay.

Service users
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improve tenant safety, 
use staff time more efficiently on person-centred support, 
deliver personalised support to tenants, and 
proactively identify unmet needs. 

With Yokeru, organisations can:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Case study: Belfast, Ireland
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AI phone calls ask if the tenant is okay
today. If the tenant doesn't confirm
they are okay, the call is escalated to
your monitoring centre.

1. AI phone call

Your monitoring centre follows up
with the Scheme Manager or next of
kin, depending on the escalation
procedure for the tenant.

2. Agent follows-up 



Easy

The Scheme Manager,
Yvonne in this case,
sets up the calls on the
cloud platform.

The tenant chooses
when!
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Simple

& powerful. We've
designed every pixel &
button alongside our
clients.

Anyone in the
organisation can
manage the menu of
call services remotely.
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Inclusive

The tenant receives
their well-being call or
reminder and confirms
they are okay.

The technology is
digitally inclusive.
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Automatic

If the tenant doesn't pick
up their phone, or if they
say they need help, the
call gets escalated
automatically to Radius
Connect 24.
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Personalised & resilient 
Clear outcomes.

In the event of absences
and vacancies,
personalised support
continues uninterrupted.

Tenant safety

Service is bespoke.
Tenants receive as many
well-being calls as they
like, whenever they like.

Personalisation

Tenants can receive
calls on their landline
or mobile, so they can
go out and about. 

Independence
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Testimonial

“The Yokeru AI phone system [has] improved outcomes for people in their
homes. 

Now our staff have more time to provide support to those customers in
need, and more people can get the fast response required. 

...everyone involved has embraced it.” 
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Accreditation & awards
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The service costs £150 per month per scheme, plus VAT. A scheme is up to 60
units/tenants. This price includes:

Affordable

Unlimited AI phone calls per scheme
Unlimited seats for Community Coordinators (scheme managers) 
Coordinators can share schemes across your portfolio
Email notifications for when a tenant needs support
Comprehensive user training and support
User Insights on the Yokeru platform
Bulk upload of tenants to schemes
Daily backups
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Keep people safe.
Email hector@yokeru.io or WhatsApp me on +254 114 941 395.
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